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STUCK
IN THE MIDDLE
et's face it. G. Fox has not, in recent years, been a mecca for
the fashion-conscious. It's gotten polyester. It offers just a
little too little in the way of design or style or anything the
least bit quirky or unusual. It's so predictable. So drab. So
uninspired. It's so ... well ... it's so Hartford.
But it sure beats tattered tweed. It sure beats those ridiculous suede
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patches on the elbows of rumpled corduroy
sports jackets. It beats backpacks for briefcases. It may be mediocre, but at least it's
our own mediocrity. Not Boston's.
Ever step onto a plane that originated in
Boston? You don't have to check the flight
pattern to know you've entered a realm of
prematurely gray-haired women with an
aversion for makeup and an affinity for
sensible shoes, accompanied by Alan Bates
look-alikes reading Hawthorne and carrying drooling infants in denim snugglies.
"You think we're all effete intellectuals,"
my Boston sister scoffs haughtily when I
launch into my anti-Boston rap.
Well, actually, I tell her, it's not that
you're effete and intellectual; it's that you
think you are.
·
"Boston is a port," she says, trying to rally: "A port that opens onto the world."
A port? Boston Harbor? It's a stinkhole!
Which reminds me of that famous Massachusettes town, Athol.
Or the way my New Jersey-to-Bostontransplant niece affectionately refers to
her Boston-born-and-bred boyfriend, who
has yet to meet an R, as "a real Masshole."
OK, so I'm feeling a little defensive. It's
only natural, considering that whatever
vague regional identity we Hartfordites
may_ ha\'e-. de.veloped over the years has
been virtually decimated by our marauding
neighbors to the north.
They've conquered our banks. They've
taken over our take-out; we ate Boston
Chicken last night. And now they're seizing
our department stores- not just the hopelessly comatose G. Fox store downtown but
the thriving suburban ones as well. And
they're about to brand them Filene's.
Filene's? What's the point? Why exchange one regionalism for another, this
parochialism for that? If we were to be tak2

en over by Saks or Bonwit's, I could see the
point. But Filene's? Filene's is where Michael Dukakis shops.
If we are going to be invaded and subjugated here at this nebulous midpoint between New York and Boston, I would much
prefer to become a slave to New York. New
York is the greatest city in the world. It's
certifiably cosmopolitan. It's got grit and
glitz,MOMAand the U.N.It'sgotSoho.It's
got the Yankees, who, unlike the Red Sox,
sometimes manage to win.
I could handle banking at Chase Manhattan if I had to. But Shawmut? What is
it, a breed of dog?
Hearts are breaking and hands are
wringing here in Hartford, as we watch our
heritage, our traditions and our identitysuch as they are - stolen away by the
forces of regional commerce and corporate
insensitivity to local proclivities.
Suddenly, we feel a great affection for
things we hardly considered worthy of such
sentimentality. Everyone's reminiscing
about a childhood that just would not have
been complete without that annual trip to
Fox's for Easter finery. They're suddenly
feeling nostalgic about all those years
they've dragged their own kids to Santa's
increasingly decrepit though still dazzling
December display_
Heck, I'm feeling a bit weepy ab9ut losing my G. Fox at Westfarms, where my secret parking place remains secret after
more than a decade. I'll even miss those
maroon shopping bags stacked up in my
pantry; Lord knows I've toted thousands of
them over the years.
But, alas, they say Filene's is probably
going to be a step up from G. Fox, stylewise.
But it takes more than a step to make it
worthwhile. If only it were a great leap. If
only we were getting a Bloomingdale's. ■
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CONVERSATIONS I By Steve Kemper

'' We [Puerto Ricans] are the inheritor of three extraordinary cultures from Africa, from Europe, from America.''
Marcelina Sierra
Ma!'celina Sierra, the executive dire~
tor of Guakfa, sa.vs this Hartford organization is devoted not on~y to presenting Puerto Rico's cultw·e, but
teaching its heritage, as well.
• Why did you decide to form a group
devoted to Puerto Rican arts? Because the cultural aspect has been ignored?
Definitely. I've seen it here so many
times. Some of us are together, and this
one is from Mexico, this one is from
Venezuela, this one from Argentina,
and I'm from Puerto Rico, and an
American person will say, "Where are
you from? Oh, how wonderful, you're
from Mexico? The Alamo! And from
Argentina? The tango! And from Puerto Rico? Uh, oh yeah." Children need to
know that they do have a Puerto Rican
history. The uniqueness of our musical
instruments, for example. You have
Venezuelan cuatro, Puerto Rican cuatro, the charango from Chile, all born
out of different countries. Why put all
the cuatros together and say they're
Hispanic cuatros? They're not the
same. They (each] have a different
pitch, they say something different,
they communicate a different message.
Music is universal, but I want to play
my music, something that identifies
me. That is important for our children.
An American who came to us to write
proposals said, "When I was a student,
I wanted to go to Puerto Rico to learn
Spanish because that was my major,
and my teachers said, 'Oh, don't go
there, they don't have any culture.' "
That is what we need to change. I want .
to educate people.
• Who do you want to educate, the Anglos or the Puerto Ricans?
Both. We both need education, for different reasons. We have three components: Guakia as presenters, Guakia as
educators and Guakia as performers.
Under performers you have the performing groups like Rumba de la Existencia:-Under education you have Guakiarte and now the University of the
People. And you have the different performances we have all year round.
4

300 students this year, it's something.
Hopefully we'll be able to get into thousands when we grow. One of the most
exciting things happening at Guakia is
La Herencia de un Pueblo [the Heritage
of the People]. We get the chance this
way to teach history the way we understand it, our version of history, not the
way someone else might want to shape
it. There are three major components
to the project. First, establishing the
University of the People, which will
take place in the theater-·courses on
Puerto Rican history and Puerto Rican
anthropology and Puerto Rican literature. We're trying to provide a simultaneous translation for the second part,
Cinco Dialogos. These five dialogues
are by prominent figures of Puerto
Rico, experts worldwide in the arts, in
history, in folklore. The third portion is
creating El Pregonero, a literary magazine that will provide a space for local
writers to publish their work, and also
to have critiques and reviews of the five
dialogues. So this will be a permanent
vehicle for our culture and the process
of rewriting our own history.
• Since most Anglos don't know much
about Puerto Rican culture, where
would you suggest that they start to
learn?

• Are Puerto Rican students and audiences surprised by what they find
here?
Yes. Warmly and very appreciatively
surprised. I don't know how to explain
to you - you could cut the emotion
with scissors. People cry during performances. We touch a very intimate
nerve. I think Guakia's success is so
rapid !from a budget of $8,000 in 1988 to
$250,000 now, including a new $28,000
grant from the National ·Endowment
for the Arts to fund 60 scholarships per
semester] because people have been
waiting for it for so long that, when it
happened, it just grew:{)ur community
needs it so badly. This is a place people
can come and share their experiences,
share their history; and at the same

time they nourish themselves. Here in
the United States we are a very poor
community economically, but we are
not poor spiritually nor culturally. We
are the inheritor of three extraordinary cultures- from Africa, from Europe, from America.
• Hartford is 40 percent Latino, mostly Puerto Rican. You bring in fine
Puerto Rican artists, and yet you
have to limit severely who can come
because your theater and spaces are
so small. It must be frustrating to funit yourself to such a small portion of
the community.-=We have learned to control our publicity very much. But we look at this way:
there was nothing before. So to have

I think they have to start with themselves, to take away all the preconceptions of who Puerto Ricans are. If I was
an Anglo, I might say, ''Why do I need
to know about Puerto Ricans? Why
bother?" First of all, because we're not
going to go away. I think that most
Americans are very good-hearted people who want to be fair, and I think they
have created an extraordinary Constitution. And if they want to grow and be
in harmony with the people around
them, they should learn about us.
We;ve been doing a heck of a lot of work
learning about you. It should be a twoway street. Maybe once they discover
how great the Puerto Rican culture is,
how great the Afro-American culture
is, Harford would no longer be this cold
insurance-company box, and Hartford
would become alive. ■
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Suffield
Connecticut; once a rural farming state, now has major industries ranging from
insurance to manufacturing. But family farms still exist. At Hastings Farm, Megan
Hasti'ngs, 11, has ahold ofMac, a 2½-month-old calf. Megan's sister Lauren, 9, parents
Larry (far right) and Susan, and grandfather Richard are dwarfed by acres ofcorn.
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More
than four years
ago, Connecticut
fj
Public Television and
1
the ConnectiGut
Humanities Council decided to
explore Connecticut's identity.
Larry' Rifkin, executive vice
president of programming at
CPTV, and Bruce Fraser,-executive
director of the council, came up
with the idea. They enlisted the
help of independent producer Ken
Simon and historian Jeremy
Brecher, who is Connecticut
Humanities Council Scholar in
Residence at Connecticut Public
~

Television and Radio, to help put it
together.
Bracher contributed research
and suggested additional themes
for examination. Simon conducted
more than 60 interviews between
October 1990 and February 1992.
He then wrote, produced, and
directed the 70-minute
documentary, ''Between Boston
and New York," which will be
telecast Thursday at 8 p.m. A 20minute panel discussion will follow.
Brecher's story for Northeast is
based on transcripts of Simon's
interviews.

Boston
I

grew up in Cornwall, a-town that typified old-time rural Connecticut. My first playmate's family, I was told, had acquired
their farm when the town was established in 1738, and had
passed it down from parents to children ever since. A nearby
Yankee farmer could remember when his family made
clothes from homespun cloth woven from the wool of their ov.m
sheep. The town's representative to the legislature in Hartford also
delivered the morning milk. That was Connecticut to me.
A dozen years ago I began recording oral histories of women and
men who had worked in the brass mills of the Naugatuck Valley.
Their families had come from all over the world and many of them
still lived in ethnic enclaves in Waterbury and other industrial cities.
As I listened to their stories, my sense of what Connecticut is became
broader but blurrier.
My confusion only deepened when I began a radio series about the
state's history called "R~membering Connecticut." The series focused on the lives and experiences of ordinary people - what is
sometimes referred to as "history from below." I interviewed scores
of Connecticut residents: members of the state's Indian tribes, the
founders of a Puerto Rican parish, members of a long-established
black community in an affluent shoreline town, a self-described "oldtime Yankee" who went to work for the state 70 years ago trying to
clean up its polluted rivers and streams.
The more people I talked with, the more I was haunted by the question of whether they had anything in common, whether the.re was
anything that held the people of Connecticut together beyond mere
geographic proximity. I wondered:
Does Connecticut have an identity? If so, what is it? If not, why
not? And does it matter?
For the past four years, I have been working with a team from
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and

New
York
By Jeremy Brecher
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New Britain
Despite its image from afar, Connecticut has been a multiethnic place since the mid-19th century. At Rosol's Martin
Inc., which has been in New Britain since 1928, Mieczyslaw
A. Maczka s responsibilities range from hanging meat so it
can besmoked, to running a machine that stuffs meat into its
casings. Two ofthe most popular products are blootlsausage
and headcheese. Kielbasa is yet another link to Maczka 's
Polish past.

Hartford
Connecticut's largest cities, which are inhabitedprimarily by
minorities, are often 'insulated from surrounding
communities. Six-year-old Erica Sierra jumps rope near her
home on Park Terrace as Lizvette Vazquez, 13, gives 3-yearold Ray Canales a helping hand with the tricycle. The area is
always teeming with people ofall ages, particularly in late
afternoon.

Connecticut
Connecticut Public Television and the Connecticut Humanities Council
to produce a documentary - "Between Boston and New York" - that
attempts to pose afresh the question of Connecticut identity.
Ken Simon, our producer, interviewed more than 60 people from all
walks of life and from all parts of the state- and beyond- for the P.rogram. They ranged from recent immigrants from Asia and Latin America to descendents of the state's original settlers, from factory workers to
college professors, from people who dote on Connecticut to others who
scorn it.
I was fascinated by the results. They revealed not a consistent image
of the state but a web of themes and counter-themes, reflecting the diverse origins of Connecticut's people and the radi•cal changes that ·have
marked the state's 300-year history. They also help explain ·some of our
current problems- and define some of our current challenges.
One thing's for sure: There is no consensus on what Connecticut's
identity is, or even if it has one. In part that's because of the state's diversity. Jane Stern, who has explored many Connecticut to¥.'11S seeking material for the food books she writes with her husband Michael, says
"There are probably hundreds of Connecticuts. I think the rest of the
world might think of Connecticut as the Martha Stewart state where everyone walks around in a white linen dress with beautifully· arranged
flowers on their tables and makes goat cheese appetizers and leads this
country chic life. But when you go to Derby, you could think Martha
Stewart did not exist. And similarly if you go to Greenwich or New Canaan or Darien or Hadlyme, every place has its own take on what Connecticut is; it's a state that in a way reinvents itself every time you cross a
border."
This diversity often means fragmentation. Jerry Watts, a professor of
American Studies at Trinity, has studied the state's political evolution.
He finds Connecticut "a baffling state."
"For a small state, it has a lot of diversity. We have rural communities,
we have urban areas, areas that have a typical kind of ethnic communities. And we have these very rich enclaves throughout the state. What's
baffling about the state is that because it is so small, you would think
that there would be more dialogue between these different factions, and
yet there seems to be very little."
Such fragmentation often means conflict. Herbert Janie~, professor
of history at Western Connecticut State University and author of the
only history of 20th century Connecticut, uses an idea from American
studies scholar Henry Nash Smith to explain Connecticut.
"He said when you're trying to define a culture, you don't look so much
for the unities, for the broad, free-flowing str-eam. He said look for the
tensions. And I think in a sense, modern Connecticut, with its variety, is
defined by its differences and its tensions as much as by its common beliefs."
That doesn't mean Connecticut has no identity, but rather that its
identity can't be summed up in a simple-minded image or slogan. As
Christopher Bickford, executive director of the Connecticut Historical
Society, puts it, "We haven"tbaa a s1ng1e ·iaent1ty; we➔ve had a multiplicity of identities. And that lends complexity to our history a~d make_s it
harder for people to think simplistically about themselves and their
state."
·
Playwright Arthur Miller says, "I don't know what Connecticut is."
But he adds, "The mere fact that we can't name what its character is
doesn't mean it doesn't have one. It may simply be that we're in the middle of it and don't see it."

Does identity matter?
For some, it seems to matter little whether Connecticut has an identity or not According to Michael Stern, ''When people think of Connecticut, they don't think of anything in particular. And I think that's fine.
There's no reason for us to get chauvinistic and say we in Connecticut
will believe in one thing or another." In fact, he regards Connecticut's
lack of identity as a virtue.
Continued on page 14

Connfusion
By Andrew Marlatt
Benedict Arnold of N01wich. An inauspicious start to the list but, like the state, this
was someone suf!ering from an identity

A
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George Bush and P. T
Barnum. Bush lists
Connecticut among
his top three home states, another case of muddled identity.
He is best known for his "Read
my lips: No new taxes!" pledge, aconcept attributed a century before to Barnum, i.e., "There's a
sucker born every minute. "
Comzecticutians? Connecticutites? Connecticutters? Technically, it is the Nutmeg
State, but the last time someone asked ifyou
were aNew Yorker, did you answer: "Hell no, I'm
a·Nutmegger!"? Connecticutopians? Connmen?
Connpersons?

C

Dentists. C01mecticut ha.s more dentists

D

@·

per
~
cap··
~
ita than any oth"::,,,,I.' ~
er state in the nation. ~
Well, it's something.

The Execution of Coventry native Nathan
~ale, of, "I only regret th~! I have but one
life to lose for my country farne. In Connecticut, even history is acommuter. Not only was
Hale hanged in New York, but the remains ofour
state's most famous historical figure are buried in
an unmarked grave somewhere under the streets
of Manhattan.

E
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The Fundamental Orders of Connecticut,
written in 1639 and considered the world's
first written
constitution. This is
~
why the ''.Constitution
~ )_)
State" adorns the state's
memorable, solid blue license
plates.

F

The Gold Coast. One ofCon- ..
necticut's lasfing images.
This affluent stretch from · ,,<],
Greenwich to Fairfield is rife
with 1) Fortune 500 compa.
nies; 2) celebrities such as Ivana Trum~°',
and Rodney Dangerfield; and 3) people
who still think monarchy is a pretty neat idea.
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Harvard University. Actually in Cambridge, Mass., but invariably comes out
ahead of Yale when people think of the
nation 's most prestigious university.

H

Insurance, as in "Hartford: The Insurance
Capital. Very nice, but hard to get excited
about a business whose rallying cry is, "Hey,
everybody needs it. "
John Donald Imus, know to millions as "Imus
in the Morning," the state's most popular
radio personality. Last spring, Imus served as
Connecticut's "Governor for a Day, " although his primary residence is in New York City,
as is his radio station, WFAN When asked once
what he thought of Connecticut, heanswered: "I
don't."
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Kansas City,
whose met:opoli.
tan area zs al- most exactly the same size
as the entire state of Connecticut. Duch.

K

Money. Connecticut's
per capita income is
$20,189, rankingit
first in the nation.

M

No money. Connecticut has three of the
country'spoorest cities, New Haven, Hartford and Bridgeport.

N
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Connecticut
Continued from page 11

"I enjoy being in a state that doesn't have a clear identity to the rest of
the world. I think because that means we're not pigeonholed, we're not
stereotyped. And that's a very good thing. There's something very ob- ·
noxious about that image of the classic Texan or the guy from Missouri
who says 'Show Me,' or the New Yorker or the Californian. Almost any
other state you could name has that very annoying person who symbolizes it. And I think we in Connecticut don't."
But for other people, Connecticut's identity matters. Says Bruce Fraser, director of the Connecticut Humanities Council and author of a history of Connecticut, "Can we have a state which successfully deals with
some of the major political challenges which face it - all of which call
for widespread sacrifice and concession, and some sense of mutual obligation- when in fact we have no common sense of who we are and what
we want to be?"
Howard Rifkin, for many years a state official and now a professor at
the University of Connecticut, argues that for practical reasons state
identity hi'becoming more important.
"A lot of the issues we're confronting in the area of environment and
housing and transportation and waste management are things which no
longer respect local boundaries. With the New Federalism, I don't think
there's going to be a trend back to looking to the federal government for
solutions to problems. That sharpens the debate for Connecticut about
what its identity is and requires of all Connecticut citizens, its political
institutions, and its other institutions to think through how the state responds to the problems of today. It demands that the people have a debate about what an identity is and what being from Connecticut means."
The Rev. Richard B. Griffis, senior minister of Immanuel Congregational Church in Hartford, sees the reconstruction of Connecticut's identity not just as a problem but also as an opportunity.
"Who are we and what are we going to be now and in an era that seems
to be dawning? That has economic implications, it has identity implications for this state. And I think in a sense almost a moral implication for
a lot of people. What can we become?"
Connecticut's people face crises that affect the very fabric of our daily
life. Since 1990, the state has lost nearly 10 percent of its jobs. Its major
industries from defense to insurance, from construction to manufacturing, are in severe decline. Our cities are increasingly unlivable and ungovernable. Our political system has seen violent mass demonstrations.
Whether or not we now pull together to forge solutions that meet the
needs of the state's diverse people will depend in large part on who we
think we are- and whether we think we are indeed a "we" or just an
aggregation of "I's."
Images and realities
Much of our sense of what Connecticut is comes from historical and
media images that have little to do with the current character of the
state. Christopher Bickford argues that much of our image of Connecticut is drawn from a "mythical colonial past."
"When we picture a New England town we think of the common, the
green. We think of white colonial structures, an orderly existence. This is
mythical because Connecticut was never really that orderly. There was a
lot of contention on the local level. But that is our sense of our past. And I
think it's precious to us. I think we value the colonial buildings and the
small towns."
This sanitized version of Connecticut's past was created by ancestorworship on the part of those who identified with it. Barbara Tucker, director of the Center for Connecticut Studies and professor of history at
Eastern Connecticut State University, explains that as immigrants
poured into Connecticut in the 19th century, the established population
anxious about the changes taking place, began to glorify its colonial origins by means of the so-called Colonial Revival.
"The Colonial Revival was an attempt to look back at what people perceived as a more stable, tranquil, peaceful, restful time. They looked back

Colchester
People who live in Connecticut often have a strong sense of
community, one reason for the state's fragmentation. Patty
Nastalczyk lives two miles from the Tri-Town supermarket,
where she has been a cashier the past 26 years and knows
most ofthe customers by name. Many ofthe older shoppers go
to her register to chat during check-out, and some ofthe kids
who stop by refer to the market as "Pat's Store. "She's content
as a cashier. 'I don't want to be anything else," she says.

Stonington
Freighters, yachts, tugs, tankers, trawlers. Vessels ofall kinds
leave Connecticut ports and share space on Long Island
Sound. foe Rezendes, a crew member on the Miss Karyn for
the past 12 years, relaxes after a day offishing. Miss Karyn
usually leaves about 4 a. m. and returns 12 hours later,
brimming with lobsters, flounder, squid or skates, depending
on the season.
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Connecticut

The Charter Oak. Historical landmarks
are essential in forming territorial identity. Massachusetts has Old North Church.
New York has the Statue of Liberty. Connecticut
has a dead tree trunk with a cannonball in it.
More historic.al snubs: number of U.S. presidents
and vice presidents from New York, 10; from
Massachusetts, 7; from Connecticut, 0.

0

Pratt & Whitney, co1tJbi11ed with Sikorsky
Aircraft, Textron-Lycoming and Electric
Boat, helped secure Connecticut's reputation as The Arsenal of the Nation. ("You aNutmegger?" "Hell no, I'm an Arsenist! ") That oncehealthy industry is ailing, which brings us to ...

P

"Qui transtulit, sustinet," the old state
motto meaning, "He who is transplanted
still sustains." In the current climate, this

Q

slogan kind of encourages people to leave, but it
beats the new state motto: "Qui stare, Colonius
Realtus, etcetera," or: "He who stays ftles for

Chapter 11."

John Ratzenburger of
Bridgeport, whose face
is more familiar to
Americans than any other
television personality from
Connecticut. No, he is not a
wrestler. He is postal employee Cliff on the TV
show Cheers. Boston steals another one.

R

State symbols, those government-approved
images and entities so closely linked with
the state. Examples: State Animal, sperm
whale, untold thousands of which forage through
Connecticut's countryside. State Song, Yankee
Doodle, which opens with:

S

Yankee Doodle
came to town,
Riding on a pony,
. Stuck a feather in
his hat,
And called it macaroni.

Now if that doesn't tell America what Connecticut's all about, we don 'f k1ww what does.
16

to the village. And what they did was not take the village as it was, but as
they wanted it to be. They literally built up a new concept of the New
England village. The Litchfield we see today is a prime example. It
doesn't harken back to the colonial period, but our vision of what the colonial period was like."
That image of the distant past, however dubious, continues to shape
the way Connecticut imagines itself today, says Bruce Fraser.
"Mythic New England is what unites us. And that's the virtues of
small town life, of town government, all these icons of New England life.
The town meeting, local control of Puritan steeples although no one goes
to the church. That vision of New England remains a shared sense of
what we used to be. And it is that used to be that continues to be about the
only thing that links us."
Modern media images have further obscured our understanding of
Connecticut. A string of Hollywood movies set in Connecticut (but mostly filmed elsewhere), such as "Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House,"
"Christmas in Connecticut" and ''Holiday Inn," gave the world its image
of the state.
Jeanine Basinger, professor of film studies at Wesleyan University,
recalls, "I grew up in a movie theater in South Dakota and I had a very
clear, very specific image of Connecticu~ from the movies. When I was
offered a job here I thought, 'Great, I'm going to that place where they
have those beautiful homes in the country with tennis courts, and swimming pools, and those old station wagons with wood that have two
matching dogs in the back, and those kitchens so big you could land a
helicopter, and everybody wears tweeds and everyone is well-dressed
and elegant and rather ritzy and at night they put on tuxedos.' "
Instead, she wrote the folks back home in South Dakota, "Guess what,
this place is full of pizza parlors!" Says Basinger, "Who knew there were
Italians here? You didn't know that from the movies. You didn't know
anything ethnic about Connecticut."
The image of wealthy, elite Connecticut continues to be purveyed in
the media. As columnist Colin McEnroe observes, "You say you're from
Connecticut and people picture you spending your weekends racing at
Lime Rock with Paul Newman and your evenings around the fireside in
Cornwall with Mike Nichols and Francine du Plessix Gray chatting
about literature." But that hardly sums up the experience of most of the
three million people who call Connecticut home.
The persistence of change

One reason Connecticut is so hard to define is that "the land of steady
habits" has changed so radically over its three-and-a-half centuries.
At one time, Connecticut must have had one of the clearest identities
of any place on earth. The Puritan settlers who subjugated the area's Indians and established the Connecticut Colony were unified not only in
their British background but even more in their religious orthodoxy.
Griffis, whose Congregational church in Hartford has its roots in Puritan Connecticut, notes that the original colonists "came here to live out a
covenant, as they put it, with God, and to bring their common life under
God's guidance. They wanted to live out a New Testament or Biblical image of what God wanted. The word 'covenant' and the word 'hope' gave
them their identity."
But this Puritan Connecticut changed radically in what historians
have dubbed the transition "from Puritan to Yankee." According to Connecticut state historian Christopher Collier, "This other-worldliness,
this community sense, this willingness to accept an authoritarian social
and political structure, became diluted, then sharply undermined. And
the Yankee then became someone we think of as materialistic, thisworldly, out for the main chance.''
Connecticut was soon transformed again by the change from a rural
farming state to an urban industrial one. The rise of manufacturing
brought a flood of immigrants, first from Germany and Ireland, then
from Southern and Eastern Europe and French Canada. At the time of
the American Revolution, 95 percent of Connecticut's 200,000 people
Continued on page 18

Bridgeport
During the past few decades, thousands of
immigrants have come to Connecticut Flags
are an appropriate backdrop at Mykal 's
Jamaican-American Kitchen, a small haunt
in the center ofthe city where George Whyte is
a cook. Whyte, whose favorite dishes include
oxtail and curried goat, moved here from
Westmoreland.Jamaica four years ago.

Litchfield
There are essentially two Connecticuts one suburban, white and affluent, the other
urban, minority, and poor. Litchfield is one
of the many affluent areas. Vita Muir, who
lives in a 1910 colonial revival home, loves
the northwest part of the state and its "sense
ofconnectedness. "
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Mark Twain, who during his 20 years in
Hartford wrote his best works. Most of
them were about the Midwest. In AConnecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court, his one
opportunity to give the state asense of character,
he describes state residents as "practical ... and
nearly barren of sentiment ... or poetry. " Not
considered very helpful.

T

UConn 's basketball program, which has
done what the Hartford !.~-~\
Whalers have not and ~
we don 't just mean win.
The Huskies, (shouldn't
they be the UConn Actuaries
or the Fundamental Orderers
or something?), have galvanized the state and
given it asense of oneness. Then again, of the 14
players on UConn sroster, 11 were imported from
outside Connecticut. Qui Transtulit Sustinet.
Vice. The success ofFoxwoods High Stakes
Bingo & Casino in Ledyard has led to
proposals for casi~\ 1 :.:nos in Hartford and
- -- Bridgeport. Not only may ,. ·@\-\"§ 0
gambling become the state's
new grotpth industry, but it
may also set up valuable
word associations with Connecticut. After all,
when you think Las Vegas, you think Wayne
Newton. It is an exciting time.
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TAKE A WALK ON THE tA\lt\ SIDE
An evolutionary shoe that helps de-stress your feet,
wicks away moisture and does it in great style! The
GLIDER is available in black or ·taupe leather; MILER is
available in black, taupe, navy or wine leather; SKIP is
available in black or olive doe buck and black or taupe
leather. $69.99
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Active Flex footwear.
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Gov. Lowell?. Weicker]r., whose income
tax battle garnered national attention,
showing all that we may be small, but we
can run up deficits as good as anyone.
Xmas. Movies such as "Christmas in Connecticut" and "White Christmas" have·
helped create an image of Connecticut as
one big snow-filled holiday. Is it accurate? Last
year, it snowed 23.6 inches in Hartford. Some
yea:rs, it has snowed more in Baltimore.

W
X

Yale University. Isn't
that pan ofHarvard or
something?

Y
Z

Zzzzz, the sounds of the
Bedroom State. This, we
tww k1ww, is an unfair label as there are plenty of people
who live and work right here in ... The Orthodontal State ... The High-Stakes Bingo State ... the
Underwriters State ...
Illustrations by Pam Howard

Connecticut
Continuedfrompage16 .

were of English descent; by
1910, 70 percent of its 1.1 million
people were first- and secondgeneration immigrants, the
majority from Southern and
Eastern Europe.
Historian John Sutherland
of Manchester Community College notes the place of birth of
residents of a working-class
Manchester neighborhood in
1900:
"On Cedar Street, five from
the United States, four from
Ireland, two from England,
four from other countries. On
Cooper Street, no heads of
households born in the United
States. Ten born in Germany,
one born in Ireland, one in Scotland, one in Sweden. You can go
on and on. Industrialization, in
attracting these immigrants,
was creating a different America."
It was surely creating a different Connecticut. Herbert
Janick:
"People identify Connecticut
with white picket fences and
the small town. But in reality,
Connecticut from the mid-19th
century on has been a very urban, a very ethnic, a very industrial place."
Ethnic Connecticut has finally come to be represented in
movies. such as "Stanley and
Ir.is" and "Mystic Pizza." But
meanwhile, the state has gone
through a transformation that
has hardly begun to be assimilated into its identity. De-industrialization cut manufacturing from more than 60
percent to less than 20 percent
of the state's employment,
while the service sector rapidly
expanded. White flight from
the cities, development of oncerural areas, and the migration
of African-Americans, Puerto
Ricans, and new immigrants
from Latin America and Asia
has turned Connecticut into a
state of suburbs inhabited by
whites of mixed ethnicity and
cities inhabited primarily by
minorities.
Two Connecticuts

Goot~ry -Connecticut,
it is often observed, is two Connecticuts, one suburban, white
and affluent the other urban,
minority, and poor. Barbara
Tucker argues, "While we are
ethnically and racially diverse,
we're certainly not inte-

grated. Our school systems are
not integrated .. Various racial
and ethnic groups live in pockets all through the state."
Tucker says such segregationism is nothing new.
"Connecticut has a very long
history of racism. Beginning
with the Pequot wars, we had
slavery in Connecticut. When
abolitionists came in to speak
about freeing the blacks, you
had wholesale riots." Indeed,
Connecticut became a national
symbol of such intolerance in
the 1830s when Prudence Crandall was arrested and attacked
by mobs for starting a school
for black girls in Canterbury.
Today's continuing, perhaps
worsening, division of the "two
Connecticuts" makes an integrated state identity difficult to
achieve, according to Hartford
state representative Juan A. Figueroa.
''There are a lot of people
here who think, 'Boy, this is a
great place to live because I am
able to live in a community
where there's no crime, where
my kids can go to school wellfed, where everytbing's taken
care of.' There are a lot of people
who, in addition to that, have
nice picturesque surroundings.
"Now on the other hand, you
have people whose reality is,
'When am I going to get my
next check in order to cover my
rent? What am I going to do if
my son or daughter gets sick
and has to go to the hospital?'
There are people questioning
even more basic things, like
where am I going to live next
week? It is part of what we are
here in Connecticut. We're living in two very different realities."
Somehow, Figueroa maintains, both those realities will
have to be included in Connecticut's identity.
"Amidst a nice rural town
with a nice lake or a nice suburban community not far down
the road we have a big urban
center of people of color with a
lot of poverty and a lot of unfair
treatment. You can't avoid it.
This is part of the reality that
we live in. This is us, this is who
we are."
While gaps between rich and
poor have been growing
throughout the United States,
they are highly visible here because of the state is so compact,
says political- scientist Jerry
Watts.
"It's an amazing state. You
can go five miles in the state of
Connecticut and go from ex-

treme wealth to destitute poverty and back and keep going
back to extreme wealth. I suspect that we are one of a very
few states that you can do that
m.

"The fact that we are one of
the richest states in the union
-alwaysoneortwoinpercapita income - and still tolerate
three out of the ten poorest cities in the country, is utterly baffling. It's even more baffling
given the closeness, the proximity. Somewhere along the line in
at least 20th century Connecticut, there wasn't an overarching sense of community or a vision of the state that ever really
permeated the population at
large."
169 sovereign states
The fragmentation of Connecticut's population is reinforced by the tradition that
each Connecticut town is an island unto itself.
Charles Duffy, executive director of the Council of Small
Towns of the Capital Region
Council of Governments, notes:
"The small town nature of Connecticut is very deeply ingrained in people. Even people
who move here quickly discover
that you are not from a region
- you are not a Hartfordite if
you live in Glastonbury."
That attitude may build
strong local communities, but it
undermines wider cooperation,
says the Rev. Elizabeth Horton
Sheff, Hartford minister and a
city council member.
"We are really, in most people's minds, 169 little sovereign
states. What I see is a state
that's fractionalized by the traditions that we have."
Collier, the state historian,
observes that traditions of town
autonomy conflict both with
historical reality and with the
needs of contemporary life.
''There's a tremendous tension, and its been an ongoing
tension at least since the Civil
War, between the perception of
town autonomy and the Consti
tutional and legal fact of state
sovereignty. Everyone who has
been to a zoning meeting or a
board of education budget
meeting has had these experiences where someone gets up
and says, 'We don't have to
spend $125,000 to build a handicapped ramp into our schools.'
And trum-a-school-board-member will say, 'Well now, the state
mandates that we do this.' And
someone will get up and say,
'Well,_ the s.tate_r.ad telLus_
0

what to do.'"
Collier has done extensive research of the history of town/state relations in Connecticut,
and has concluded that the idea
of town sovereignty was a deliberate fabrication.
"Perhaps one of the greatest
myths about Connecticut is the
idea that our towns are the locus of power, that original power lay in the towns, and that our
state is a mere confederation of
autonomous towns. That's been
a potent myth for 200 years. It is
a myth, however. In fact, the
towns in Connecticut historically, legally, and constitutionally have never been, from 1633
to the present, autonomous in
any sense of the word."
The myth, concocted in the
19th century, says that the Connecticut colony was created by
the original towns, Hartford,
Wethersfield, and Windsor,
and towns ever after retained
rights of sovereignty like the
"reserved rights" of the states
under the United States Constitution. But, Collier says, "Right
from the very start the three
towns were settled as groups of
people and not as towns. And
they were administered by the
Massachusetts colony government right from the very moment of inception. So towns are
not now, and never have been
autonomous; they have always
been agents of the state. And I
think it's correct to say they are
mere agents of the state. And
the state can do anything it
wants to."
This may sound like historical hair-splitting, but the tension between the state's constitutional authority and the
belief in town autonomy shapes
some of our most contentious
current concerns. Right now,
Collier observes, ''The townbased school systems are under
attack in the courts because
they're exclusionary and they
have the effect of segregating
black and Hispanic students."
The next target, says Collier,
is likely to be exclusionary zoning. "Towns will not be able to
make little islands of themselves where you can live on
your two acres, while just four
miles down the road people are
living 8,000 people per square
mile." The state courts have the
power to force towns to end discrimination, even though "the
state in its present political
structure is unwilling to do anything about it because the representatives represent so many
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Worried About Nursing Home Bills?

What Seniors Must
Know About Trusts To
Quali For Medicaid
By Joseph Vinet
WASHINGTON - Did you know that
Medicaid is a ticking time bomb that
could wipe out your lifetime savings?
It's true. Because when a catastrophic
illness strikes Medicaid won't pay one
cent to cover your $2,970-a-month or
more nur.sing home bills.
And if you think it can't happen to your
family, the frightening fact is:
If you're 65 or older the odds are one in
two-that you or your spousewill require
a long-term nursing home stay.

"kmiliion Americans are forced into
destitution (yearly) -·• have had to give
up their home arrd--their savings to pay
their bills from a cataslrophic illness,"
warns a noled Elder Law Attorney.
Howlongcanyouswvivepaying$2,9'70
each and every month- almost $36,000
a year-- before your retirement nest-egg
is wiped out? Especially when the average nursing home stay is two years!
IT'S AN OUTRAGE to see seniors
reduced to poverty after a lifetime of
paying into Social Security.

It's sad to see parents turn to children
to survive.
And it's heartbreaking to learn that
you must be broke-down to your last
$2,000 in savings, CDs, IRAs, bonds,
stocks, insurance and other assets before
Medicaid takes over to pay all your mirsing home and care-at-home bills.
The wealthy can afford it And the
poor don't have to worry. Medicaid will
pay their bills.
But the average middle-income
American faces financial wipe-out of
their life savings!
Unless they know how to legally avoid

the Medicaid trap.
The secret? You can avoid the nightmare With a Medicaid trust.
It avoids your having to spend thousands a year for insurance.
You won't have to plead poverty
and spend down to your last $2,000 to
qualify for Medicaid.
And you won't be bled dry paying
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Special Medicaid Trust Alert
nursing home bills.
A Medicaid trust can protect all your
assets-- your pension, your savings,
stocks, bonds and personal property from
going to pay bills that Medicare won't.
· It's all explained in step-by-step detail
in an important new book that every
senior MUST READ. In simple to understand English with many illustrations, ~~How to Use Trusts to Protect
Youfrom-Catastrophic Loss" reveals:
• How to set up a Medicaid trust to
l)fOtect your hard-earned assets
• How to combine a living trust and a
Medicaid trust to protect life savings
• How to transfer assets to qualify for
Medicaid
• How a reverse mortgage gives you
extra income
• How an Irrevocable living trust is like
a tax shelter
• How a trust helps you keep your personal property, caF, even a vacationhome
• How to change your living trust to
avoid Federal Estate Taxes
• How to stopanursinghomefrom grabbing yow- bank account
• How to transfer assets to chtldren tax
free
• Howto save legal fees in planning your
trust
• How to change your Will or trust
• Insurance policies you should avoid
• How to avoid costly probate
• How to write a safe durable power of
attorney
• How to use and write a Living Will
• How to transfer your house and still
live there
• Plus sources for FREE information to
he1p you protect your estate
• And much, much mere to protect you
from losing everything you've worked
for so hard and so long.
Never forget: The nightmare of a
serious illness or accident--heart disease, stroke, dreaded cancer. crippling
arthritis, Alzheimer's, depression, etc.can happen to any of us at any time.

And when it does Medicare won't pay
those nursing home bills that drive you
into poverty.
You need to know how to put all or
partofyourassetsintoatrustlongbefore
you:need Medicaid. When disaster strikes
it can be too late.
That's why we insist you; read and
benefit from "How to Use Trusts to

Protect You from Catastrophic Loss"
for 90 days without risking one penny.
The price today is so little to protect your
savings of a lifetime from wipe-out.
Only $19.95 plus $2 shipping and
handling, direct from the publisher by
mail. It's not available elsewhere.
"l feared being bedridden for years

likemymother,"writesl\.frs.JeanStantton,
a New York widow. "Your book showed
me how to avoid thecostfymedicaid trap."
Read, use and profit from the book
for 3 full months without obligation to
keep it If not 100% satisfied, simply
tear off and return the cover for a FULL
REFUND- No questions asked.
You risk losing your life savings by
not ordering now. Simply print ''Medicaid trust" and your name and address on a
sheet of paper. Mail it with your check or
money order of $21.95 to: Tresco Publishers, Dept. G992, 718 - 12th St. N.W.,
Canton, Ohio 44703. You may charge to
your VISA/MasterCard by including expiration date and signature. For even
faster service, VISA/MasterCard or
C.O.D., call toll free 1-800-321-0888,
Ext.G992.
Want to save even more? Do a favor
for a parent, relative or close friend -and
order a second Kit at a $10 savings.
That's 2 for only $31.95. Sharing this
simple method for protecting their life
savings could be very important to them.
SPECIAL BONUS: Act promptly and
you'll also receive a Special Estate Building Report that shows how to make your
savings grow faster. and advice to increase the value of your estate. Supplies
are limited. Order now. e1.9921RESCO TG260

suburban communities."
Breaking d~wn such barriers
may be a prerequisite to developing a more inclusive Connecticut identity. Griffis likes to cite
Robert Frost's poem about
mending walls.
"His point as the poet was to
wonder with the old farmer,
what's the point of these walls
now? And I am struck by that
poem as we look at our towns in
relation to our cities and the
barriers that are still there."
The Rev. Elizabeth Horton
Sheff, whose son Milo is a plaintiff in the lawsuit that seeks to
integrate Connecticut's schools,
sees the overcoming of such barriers as beneficial for everyone.
"We are moving toward a
multi-cultural,
multi-ethnic,
globally-connected world. Our
children must be prepared to
live in that world. They can't be
prepared to live in that world if
they're segregated, if they only
know, as Milo said, their little
hometown theories_"

Between Boston and
NewYork

Another centrifugal force
pulling Connecticut apart is its
differentiation into distinct regions. Connecticut geographer
Tom Lewis of Manchester Community College notes, "In spite
of the fact that the state is
roughly 100 miles east to west
and 60 or 80 miles at its widest
north/south extreme, the concerns and the interests and the
focus of dairy farmers in the
northeastern part of the state in
a town like Thompson are far,
far different than those of an urban, suburban population like
what we'd find in Fairfield
County or in Bridgeport."
Some Connecticut regions
tend to gravitate toward-big cities outside the state. Media patterns reinforce that tendency,
according to Lew Freifeld, vicepresident and general manager
of WTNH, a network affiliate in
New Haven. "We have an enormous number of households,
though located here in this marketplace, that are watching New
York TV, Providence TV,
Springfield TV."
Connecticut media recently
organized a campaign to encourage Connecticut residents
to patronize Connecticut media,
featuring TV spots such as: "It's
news about your town, not the
Bronx. It's the weather here,

not iri Boston."
Jer.ry Watts says the state is
"divided spiritually" between
Boston and New York - right
down to professional sports allegiances. "In parts of the state
you see only Yankee games, in
other parts only the Red Sox."
(The statewide response to the
emergence of the University of
Connecticut basketball team as
a national force is an exception
that proves the rule.)
Fairfield County in particular
is often characterized as more
closely tied to New York City
than to the rest of Connecticut.
Children there, it is sometimes
said, believe Mario Cuomo is
their governor. Malcolm Pray, a
car dealer who has lived in
Greenwich for 50 years, says,
"I'm a Connecticut resident, my
driver's license says so. But if
I'm traveling some place in the
world and someone asks me
where I'm from, I say, 'I'm from
the New York area.' To say
'Greenwich, Connecticut' is unknown. Greenwich is basically a
suburb of New York, as is the
better part of Fairfield County."
This geographic division ·also
overlaps with the state's economic division. Market researcher Stephen Smith says 6
percent of households in the
state report incomes of more
than $100,000. In Fairfield
County, it's 17 percent.
'Me' or 'We'?

Contemporary Connecticut
has two hearts beating within a
single breast- one the legacy of
Puritan communalism, the other an inheritance from Yankee
individualism.
The Puritan past was highly
communitarian. As historian
Dale Joseph Schmitt has written, "The belief that the genel'.al
welfare of the community was
more important than that of any
individual was the dominant
force of Puritan society."
We still implicitly honor that
belief when we celebrate the
churches and commons of smalltown Connecticut. But today's
Connecticut much more reflects
the individualism which, as Fraser notes, came with the rise of
the Yankee.
"We think of the Yankee trader, the Yankee tinkerer, the individual, the entrepreneur, the
self-made man. That sense of
ourselves which is organized
around entrepreneurship, hard
worlr,seizing the main chance,
those kinds of values are completely opposed to what we inherited from the Puritans. That

was a great sea change in Con- .
necticut history, from Puritanism to individualism."
Individualism, Arthur Miller
notes, "is certainly not the classical ideal of mankind, which
was always social." And while
individualism may be a value
that many in Connecticut share,
it can also be an obstacle to
building community.
In Connecticut, according to
Jerry Watts, :'There is nothing
overarching. There is no vision
that is generated in the state
that gets us together. Our only
vision is: You get some money
and I'll get some money and we
will spend it wherever we want.
That's it, basically. If you ask me
to help you out, I'm going to retreat to my money and my private sphere. I'm going to go at it
alone. That's what they mean,
the Steady Habit state."
Watts is concerned about the
implications of such an attitude
in an era of economic adversity.
"In moments of affluence we
all can cover for ourselves. But
in moments of economic stress,
this state goe$ crazy because
there's nothing that binds us together to struggle together. You
will starve in Connecticut right
next to immense wealth. It's a
phenomenal state in that sense."
Connecticut's divisive and at
times violent battle over the
state income tax reflected in
part that lack of a sense of being
bound together. This has only
been aggravated by the loss of
such traditional symbols of the
state's economic life as Connecticut Bank and Trust, and G.
Fox.

the different elements of Connecticut's population. "Where,"
he asks, "do people acquire a
unifying identity? It comes from
interacting with each other.
Some commonality of interest.
But to the extent that interaction at work is declining along
with our factories, to the extent
that our cities are no longer
places where there's ethnic interaction, we don't have the
mechanisms that generate that
type of common identity."
Watts thinks constructive approaches are possible nonetheless.
"A lot of things can be done to
generate more cross-community
dialogue, a dialogue based on
having some equal stake in what
goes on in the state, that don't
even require money. But to do
that you're going to have to take
a risk. It's very conducive for
Wethersfield, where I live, to
maintain itself as completely
different than Hartford. It's
part of the benefit of being
there, the fact that you're not
over here. A lot of politicians
have a vested interest in maintaining that sense of opposition.
"I don't know if politicians are
willing to take the risk of overcoming it. But some of us are going to have to do it if we're going

to reconstruct Connecticut and
help Connecticut endure these
tough times."
Perhaps our current adversity
itself can provide a new motivation for us to take on the task of
reconstructing our state's life
and identity. A favored few may
be able to hide in sheltered enclaves, but for most Connecticut
residents - in the small towns
and suburbs as well as in the cities - that strategy is growing
less and less effective. It doesn't
create new jobs, provide economic security, or make government workable. The walls we put
up to protect us from each other
are the very walls that prevent
us-from cooperating to solve our
problems.
Connecticut is changing;
whether we respond by reforgingour identity constructively is
in part a matter of choice.
Says Christopher Collier: "Today we see that these changes
are occurring and some people
don't like them. And they have a
choice. Either they can go on and
live in their little dream world,
and spin their world of myth and
try to stay there and live with
the tension that creates. Or they
can try to recognize what is
there and try to help the transition, which is a continuum.
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Collision ahead: frightful
or fruitful?

Surely this is a time when
Connecticut's identity is going
to be shaped less by its unities
than by its tensions. Says Juan
Figueroa: "We're living in two
different realities. We need to
bring those two realities together if we are going to survive as a
society or as a state. Whether
over the income tax, whether
over regional housing solutions,
whether over school desegregation, whether over economic development, these two identities
that permeate our collective 'we'
will meet and clash. There will
be an explosion and we will come
to have a new Connecticut identity. A new Connecticut Yankee
is going to be produced out of
this explosion."
Jerry Watts sees our fragmentation as a barrier to constructive engagement among

Transition never stops."
Juan Figueroa sees that transition as something that could
be positive for all.
"Who we are is in a state of
fluidity. We're heading towards
a new reality. And people need
not be afraid that we're going to
collide. That is how our identity
is formed.
"The role of government is to
make sure this collision does
take place. Leaders, whether
they be politicians or educators,
can set the tone and make sure
this collision happens and happens in a way that is fruitful for
all of us.
"If we don't do that we're going to continue with this Dr.
Jeckyl/Mr. Hyde existence.
When our people go to out-ofstate conferences, they'll be able
to put a nice face on things 'I'm from Connecticut, the number one per capita income in the
nation and home of the nutmeg.'
But behind that will be a very
ugly reality. A lot of poverty, a
lot of death, a lot of racism.
"So we need to bring these two
identities together, we need for
them to collide. And when they
collide it will bring about the
next phase of what Connecticut
identity is all about and who we
are for the next 100 years." ■
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